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Physical Activity:

What Do Immigrants Need To Know?

ሎ೯)ࢨ*Δץਔٚ۶אױᨃԳ೯ߪ᧯ऱࠃ
խॺൄૹऱԫᛩΖױਢΔথڶ၌መתᑇאՂऱભഏ
ڶߩജऱ᧯౨೯Ζ!

᧯౨೯ΚฝاᏁवሐչᏖ@!
!

Introduction

տฯ!
᧯౨೯Ոሎ೯)ࢨ*Δץਔٚ۶אױᨃԳ೯ߪ᧯ऱࠃΖ،
ਢൈسխॺൄૹऱԫᛩΖױਢΔথڶ၌መתᑇאՂऱભഏԳࡉ
ףஞՕԳڶߩജऱ᧯౨೯Ζ!

!

Օຝ։ฝקاભऱԳֺದהଚڇ୮ၢழ֟᧯౨೯Ζࢬאኙהଚࠐ
᧯౨೯ΚฝاᏁवሐչᏖ@!
ᎅΔބԫଡਝֱঁԾڶᔊऱ᧯౨೯ࠐৰૹΖ!

ࠄڶฝاԫࠄהڇଚ୮ၢฐ۩ऱ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔٱ৫ࠐऱߊՓ
ࣨףၷΔଉཽࠐऱڣ᎘ߊՓᖂ֛פΔխഏࠐऱለ۔ڣऱഡՖᒭ֜
տฯ!
ᄕΖࠡהฝاቫᇢᄅऱ೯ࡉࣺཾڕጻΖ!
᧯౨೯Ոሎ೯)ࢨ*Δץਔٚ۶אױᨃԳ೯ߪ᧯ऱࠃΖ،
!
ਢൈسխॺൄૹऱԫᛩΖױਢΔথڶ၌መתᑇאՂऱભഏԳࡉ
ףஞՕԳڶߩജऱ᧯౨೯Ζ!

Physical activity is also known as exercise and includes anything that gets
people moving. It is a very important part of a healthy life. However, over
one-half of Americans and Canadians do not do enough physical activity.
Most immigrants to North America do less physical activity than they did
in their home country. It is important for all immigrants to find a physical
activity that is convenient and enjoyable.
Some immigrants do physical activities that are popular in their home
country. For example, men from India join a cricket team, younger men
from Hong Kong do kung fu, and older women from China do tai chi. Other
immigrants try new activities such as swimming and tennis.

᧯֟ڍ౨೯թጩਢߩജΛ!

!

Օຝ։ฝקاભऱԳֺದהଚڇ୮ၢழ֟᧯౨೯Ζࢬאኙהଚࠐ
ګԳ֚֟۟ޢԿԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯Ζԫ֚ԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯
ᎅΔބԫଡਝֱঁԾڶᔊऱ᧯౨೯ࠐৰૹΖ!
౨೯ࡉᥛԿԼ։ᤪ᧯౨೯ࢬᛧऱய墿լڍΖԳଚक़။ڍ
ࠄڶฝاԫࠄהڇଚ୮ၢฐ۩ऱ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔٱ৫ࠐऱߊՓ
ழၴ᧯౨೯Δࢬࠩऱൈய墿༉။ՕΖ!
ࣨףၷΔଉཽࠐऱڣ᎘ߊՓᖂ֛פΔխഏࠐऱለ۔ڣऱഡՖᒭ֜
ࠝ࿙ࡉॹ֟ࢬڣᏁऱ᧯౨೯ၦՕᄗਢګԳऱࠟΖהଚ֚֟۟ޢ
ᄕΖࠡהฝاቫᇢᄅऱ೯ࡉࣺཾڕጻΖ!
ᏁքԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯Ζ!
ڶԿጟ᧯౨೯אױᨃԳঅൈ;!

᧯֟ڍ౨೯թጩਢߩജΛ!
x
રԺࢤ!)ڕΚၒ!*ޡ



How much physical activity is enough?

ګԳ֚֟۟ޢԿԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯Ζԫ֚ԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯
x
ᨋࢤ!)ڕΚᅜṙ*!
౨೯ࡉᥛԿԼ։ᤪ᧯౨೯ࢬᛧऱய墿լڍΖԳଚक़။ڍ
x
ൎ৫ࢤ!)ڕΚᜰૹ*!
ழၴ᧯౨೯Δࢬࠩऱൈய墿༉။ՕΖ!

Adults should do some form of physical activity for at least 30 minutes
every day. Ten minutes of physical activity three times a day is nearly as
beneficial as 30 minutes of continuous physical activity. The longer people
spend doing physical activity, the greater the health benefits.

ࠝ࿙ࡉॹ֟ࢬڣᏁऱ᧯౨೯ၦՕᄗਢګԳऱࠟΖהଚ֚֟۟ޢ
ᏁքԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯Ζ!

Children and adolescents need about twice as much physical activity as
adults. They need at least 60 minutes of daily physical activity.

ڶԿጟ᧯౨೯אױᨃԳঅൈ;!

There are three types of physical activity that people need to do to
keep healthy:

x

રԺࢤ!)ڕΚၒ!*ޡ

x

ᨋࢤ!)ڕΚᅜṙ*!

x

ൎ৫ࢤ!)ڕΚᜰૹ*!

•

Endurance (e.g., running)

•

Flexibility (e.g., yoga)

•

Strength (e.g., lifting weights)



᧯౨೯ڶৰڍጟ!
ٖၵ೯!ץਔ۩ޡΕၒޡΕሂፘΕ֜ᄕࡉᅜṙ!
᧯ߛ೯!ץਔᤃΕࣨΕཫڴΕߩࡉඈ!

There are many types of physical activities:
•

Leisure time activities include walking, running, dancing, tai chi,
and yoga

•

Sports activities include basketball, cricket, hockey, soccer,
and volleyball

•

Home activities include gardening and housework

୮ࡺ೯!ץਔႼᢌࡉ୮೭!
!

קڇભࠄ߷ڶཏሙऱ᧯౨೯Λ!
ڣ९ऱԳᦟऱ೯ץਔ۩ޡΕؚዿ֛ࡉཾࣺ!
᧯౨೯ڶৰڍጟ!
ڣ᎘Գ
ᦟऱ೯ץਔᔚᕀᄸ٧Εᄸᄶຳࣨࡉᄶຳ
ٖၵ೯!
ץਔ۩ޡΕၒޡΕሂፘΕ֜ᄕࡉᅜṙ!
٤୮Գᦟԫದऱ೯ץਔᠻ۞۩߫Εኬၒࡉ
۩/ߩ!
᧯ߛ೯
!ץਔᤃΕࣨΕཫڴΕߩࡉඈ!
!

୮ࡺ೯!ץਔႼᢌࡉ୮೭!

!
᧯౨೯ڶչᏖ墿Λ!
᧯౨೯ڶৰڍ墿Ζ،אױᏺף౨ၦΔ྇᎘ᚘԺΔחԳֺለڶ壄
קڇભࠄ߷ڶཏሙऱ᧯౨೯Λ!
壀Ζ᧯౨೯ՈאױᚥܗԳଚ྇᎘ࢨঅൈऱ᧯ૹࠀದࠐֺ!
ڣ९ऱԳᦟऱ೯ץਔ۩ޡΕؚዿ֛ࡉཾࣺ!
ለړΖ!
ڣ᎘Գᦟऱ೯ץਔᔚᕀᄸ٧Εᄸᄶຳࣨࡉᄶຳ
৳ऱ᧯౨೯אױቃΚ!
٤୮Գᦟԫದऱ೯ץਔᠻ۞۩߫Εኬၒࡉ۩/ߩ!
x
ۨᚘ!
!

x

ᜬࡐᔧ!

᧯౨೯ڶչᏖ墿Λ!
x
֨ఐ!
x
խଅ!
᧯౨೯ڶৰڍ墿Ζ،אױᏺף౨ၦΔ྇᎘ᚘԺΔחԳֺለڶ壄
壀Ζ᧯౨೯ՈאױᚥܗԳଚ྇᎘ࢨঅൈऱ᧯ૹࠀದࠐֺ!
x
ᗷݟఐ!
ለړΖ!
x
ᆩᛮ!
৳ऱ᧯౨೯אױቃΚ!
x
ॅ!
x
ۨᚘ!
ൕլچٵࠐקભऱฝاΔᇿהଚ୮ၢऱԳֺದࠐΔױڶޓ౨࿇سຍ
x
ᜬࡐᔧ!
ࠄൈംᠲΖࠏڕΔ۰ףڇஞՕࡉભഏऱဎԳֺ۰ࠅڇऱဎԳڶޓ
x
֨ఐ!
ױ౨ࠩᆩᛮΖ!
x
խଅ!



x

ᗷݟఐ!

x

ᆩᛮ!

What physical activities are common in
North America?
•

Activities that older people often enjoy include walking, golfing,
and swimming

•

Activities that younger people often enjoy include rollerblading,
snowboarding, and skiing

•

Activities that families often enjoy together include bicycling, jogging,
and hiking



ڣ᎘Գᦟऱ೯ץਔᔚᕀᄸ٧Εᄸᄶຳࣨࡉᄶຳ
٤୮Գᦟԫದऱ೯ץਔᠻ۞۩߫Εኬၒࡉ۩/ߩ!
!

᧯౨೯ڶչᏖ墿Λ!
᧯౨೯ڶৰڍ墿Ζ،אױᏺף౨ၦΔ྇᎘ᚘԺΔחԳֺለڶ壄
壀Ζ᧯౨೯ՈאױᚥܗԳଚ྇᎘ࢨঅൈऱ᧯ૹࠀದࠐֺ!
ለړΖ!
৳ऱ᧯౨೯אױቃΚ!

There are many benefits of physical activity. It can increase energy,
decrease stress, and make people feel better. Physical activity can also help
people lose or maintain a healthy body weight and look better.
Health problems that can be prevented by regular physical activity include:
•

High blood pressure

x

ۨᚘ!

•

High cholesterol

x

ᜬࡐᔧ!

•

Heart disease

x

֨ఐ!

•

Stroke

x

խଅ!

•

Diabetes

x

ᗷݟఐ!

•

Colon cancer

x

ᆩᛮ!

•

Obesity

x

ॅ!

ൕլچٵࠐקભऱฝاΔᇿהଚ୮ၢऱԳֺದࠐΔױڶޓ౨࿇سຍ
ࠄൈംᠲΖࠏڕΔ۰ףڇஞՕࡉભഏऱဎԳֺ۰ࠅڇऱဎԳڶޓ
ױ౨ࠩᆩᛮΖ!



What are the benefits of physical activity?

Immigrants from many regions of the world are more likely to develop
these health problems than people in their home countries. For example,
Chinese living in Canada and the United States are more likely to get colon
cancer than Chinese living in Asia.



ৰڍฝڶاߩജऱ᧯౨೯!
ৰڍฝהڇاଚऱ୮ၢழᗨᄕፖ᧯౨೯Δڇথ࿇ৰᣄ!קڇ
ભᤉᥛၞ۩Ζฝاൄ࣍ڦՠ܂ΕՂᖂΕᖂ֮֗ඒڶᣂຍଡഏ!
୮ऱࠃΖהଚवሐ᧯౨೯ኙהଚऱൈਢړऱΔױਢᤚڶழၴ
װΖ!

Many immigrants don’t do enough physical activity:
Many immigrants were physically active in their home countries, but find
it hard to be active now they are in North America. Immigrants are often
busy working, going to school, learning English, and teaching children
about their new country. They know physical activity is good for their
health, but feel they have no time.

լመΔڶৰֱڍऄאױᒔঅڦᅻऱԳՈߩڶജऱ᧯౨೯ΖᅝԳଚუ
ࠩ᧯౨೯ழΔהଚൄუࠩऱਢᠻ۞۩߫ΕኬၒΕࡉጻΖ܀ਢΔ
ਢ৳چΔԳଚՈאױᆖطཋޡΕႼᢌࡉ୮೭ۖ࠹墿Ζ!
᧯౨೯լᏁक़ৰڍழၴΖԫ֚ԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯ࡉԫ
֚ᥛԿԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯ڶլڍઌٵऱய墿Ζ!
!

Ꮦ᧯౨೯ኙฝا୮அਢૹऱΛ!
᧯౨೯౨ᨃలֹ׀Εֹ׀Εࡉଚक़ڍޓழၴڇԫದΖ!
ڶৰֱڍऄאױᨃ٤୮Գԫದ᧯౨೯Κ!
x

֚ޢඡ塊৵Δࡉאױئ׀ଚԫದཋ!ޡ

x

ၜأழΔאױئ׀ඒଚ୮ၢੌ۩ऱሎ೯!

x
ڇᚥڦᅃழΔలאױئ׀ඒࠝ୪ଚ୮ၢऱႚอፘᝢ!
ৰڍฝڶاߩജऱ᧯౨೯!

!

ৰڍฝהڇاଚऱ୮ၢழᗨᄕፖ᧯౨೯Δڇথ࿇ৰᣄ!קڇ
ભᤉᥛၞ۩Ζฝاൄ࣍ڦՠ܂ΕՂᖂΕᖂ֮֗ඒڶᣂຍଡഏ!
֖ࣛאױյઌቔᚐΔԫದ᧯౨೯!
୮ऱࠃΖהଚवሐ᧯౨೯ኙהଚऱൈਢړऱΔױਢᤚڶழၴ
ࠄڶԳᤚΔהଚ۞աᗑ۞ԫԳڶ৳چ᧯౨೯ਢܺᣄऱΖ܀
װΖ!
ਢ֖ࣛאױյઌᖿᚐΖՕ୮אױᝮᓮ֖ࣛԫದࡳཚ᧯౨೯Δᠨֱ
լመΔڶৰֱڍऄאױᒔঅڦᅻऱԳՈߩڶജऱ᧯౨೯ΖᅝԳଚუ
ࠀނאױ೯࣋Եהଚऱֲ࿓।փΖ!
ࠩ᧯౨೯ழΔהଚൄუࠩऱਢᠻ۞۩߫ΕኬၒΕࡉጻΖ܀ਢΔ
ڶৰֱڍऄאױᨃ֖ࣛԫದ᧯౨೯Κ!!
ਢ৳چΔԳଚՈאױᆖطཋޡΕႼᢌࡉ୮೭ۖ࠹墿Ζ!
x
ააଚڇՂᖂ৵אױԫದؚጻ!
᧯౨೯լᏁक़ৰڍழၴΖԫ֚ԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯ࡉԫ
֚ᥛԿԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯ڶլڍઌٵऱய墿Ζ!
x
ڣ᎘ऱՖՓଚൄൄॵڇ२ऱֆႼԫದᠻ۞۩߫!

!

x

ڣ᎘ऱߊՓଚᆖൄԫದߩףၷ!

x
ڣ९ऱԳൄൄᝮᓮ֖ࣛࠩ୮ᇙؚ֜ᄕஜ!
Ꮦ᧯౨೯ኙฝا୮அਢૹऱΛ!

However, there are many ways for busy people to make sure they do
enough physical activity. When people think of physical activity, they often
think of things like bicycling, jogging, and tennis. However, people can
also benefit from walking, gardening, and housework, if these things are
done regularly.
Physical activity does not have to take a lot of time. Doing 10 minutes
of physical activity three times a day can be nearly as beneficial as doing
physical activity for 30 minutes continuously each day.

x
ࠃٵଚൄൄ֑ڇ塊ழၴԫದཋ!ޡ
᧯౨೯౨ᨃలֹ׀Εֹ׀Εࡉଚक़ڍޓழၴڇԫದΖ!



ڶৰֱڍऄאױᨃ٤୮Գԫದ᧯౨೯Κ!
x

֚ޢඡ塊৵Δࡉאױئ׀ଚԫದཋ!ޡ



ਢ৳چΔԳଚՈאױᆖطཋޡΕႼᢌࡉ୮೭ۖ࠹墿Ζ!
᧯౨೯լᏁक़ৰڍழၴΖԫ֚ԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯ࡉԫ
֚ᥛԿԼ։ᤪऱ᧯౨೯ڶլڍઌٵऱய墿Ζ!
!

Ꮦ᧯౨೯ኙฝا୮அਢૹऱΛ!
᧯౨೯౨ᨃలֹ׀Εֹ׀Εࡉଚक़ڍޓழၴڇԫದΖ!
ڶৰֱڍऄאױᨃ٤୮Գԫದ᧯౨೯Κ!

Why is physical activity important for
immigrant families?
Physical activities allow grandparents, parents, and children to spend more
time with each other.

x

֚ޢඡ塊৵Δࡉאױئ׀ଚԫದཋ!ޡ

x

ၜأழΔאױئ׀ඒଚ୮ၢੌ۩ऱሎ೯!

•

Parents can take a walk with their children after dinner each day

x

ڇᚥڦᅃழΔలאױئ׀ඒࠝ୪ଚ୮ၢऱႚอፘᝢ!

•

Parents can teach their children sports that are popular in their
home country on the weekend

•

Grandparents can teach grandchildren traditional dances from their
home country while they are helping with childcare

There are many ways that families can do physical activity together:

!

֖ࣛאױյઌቔᚐΔԫದ᧯౨೯!
ࠄڶԳᤚΔהଚ۞աᗑ۞ԫԳڶ৳چ᧯౨೯ਢܺᣄऱΖ܀
ਢ֖ࣛאױյઌᖿᚐΖՕ୮אױᝮᓮ֖ࣛԫದࡳཚ᧯౨೯Δᠨֱ
ࠀނאױ೯࣋Եהଚऱֲ࿓।փΖ!
ڶৰֱڍऄאױᨃ֖ࣛԫದ᧯౨೯Κ!!

10

x

ააଚڇՂᖂ৵אױԫದؚጻ!

x

ڣ᎘ऱՖՓଚൄൄॵڇ२ऱֆႼԫದᠻ۞۩߫!

x

ڣ᎘ऱߊՓଚᆖൄԫದߩףၷ!

x

ڣ९ऱԳൄൄᝮᓮ֖ࣛࠩ୮ᇙؚ֜ᄕஜ!

x

ࠃٵଚൄൄ֑ڇ塊ழၴԫದཋ!ޡ

11

x

ၜأழΔאױئ׀ඒଚ୮ၢੌ۩ऱሎ೯!

x

ڇᚥڦᅃழΔలאױئ׀ඒࠝ୪ଚ୮ၢऱႚอፘᝢ!

!

֖ࣛאױյઌቔᚐΔԫದ᧯౨೯!

12

Friends can provide support for physical activities

ࠄڶԳᤚΔהଚ۞աᗑ۞ԫԳڶ৳چ᧯౨೯ਢܺᣄऱΖ܀
ਢ֖ࣛאױյઌᖿᚐΖՕ୮אױᝮᓮ֖ࣛԫದࡳཚ᧯౨೯Δᠨֱ
ࠀނאױ೯࣋Եהଚऱֲ࿓।փΖ!

Some people find it difficult to do regular physical activity on their own.
However, friends can provide encouragement and motivation. People can
invite a friend to do a physical activity with them regularly, and both can
put the activity on their calendar.

ڶৰֱڍऄאױᨃ֖ࣛԫದ᧯౨೯Κ!!

There are many ways that friends can do physical activity together:

x

ააଚڇՂᖂ৵אױԫದؚጻ!

•

Mothers often play tennis together after their children go to school

x

ڣ᎘ऱՖՓଚൄൄॵڇ२ऱֆႼԫದᠻ۞۩߫!

•

Young women often bicycle together in their local park

x

ڣ᎘ऱߊՓଚᆖൄԫದߩףၷ!

•

Young men often join a soccer team together

x

ڣ९ऱԳൄൄᝮᓮ֖ࣛࠩ୮ᇙؚ֜ᄕஜ!

•

Older people often invite friends over to their home to do tai chi

x

ࠃٵଚൄൄ֑ڇ塊ழၴԫದཋ!ޡ

•

Work colleagues often walk together during their lunch break

13

ฝڕا۶ᛧڶᣂ᧯౨೯ᓰ࿓ऱᇷறΛ!
ڶৰֱڍऄאױᨃฝاᛧᇷறࠐ࠰הܗଚࡳཚ᧯౨೯;!
x

႓ሽᇩփڶֆ٥ਜऱᇷற!)!*ۃࣺཾ!;ڕ

x

षࡉൈᑗխ֨ຏൄڶ೯ਐত!)֜!;ڕᄕᓰ࿓*!

x

ؑֆႼຝ॰ຏൄڜڶ٤՛உऱچቹ!)!;ڕᠻ۞۩߫شऱ*!

How can immigrants get information about physical
activities programs?
There are many ways that immigrants can get information that will help
them do regular physical activity:
•

The yellow pages section of the telephone book has information on
public facilities (e.g., swimming pools)

!

•

ለڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱԳਢܡᇠ᧯౨೯Λ!

Community and recreation centers usually have program guides
(e.g., schedules for tai chi classes)

•

City parks departments usually have maps of safe trails
(e.g., for bicycling)

ޢଡԳຟطױ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ۖᛧ墿Ζ܀ਢΔڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱ
Գᚨᇠڇ᧯ף౨೯ᓰ࿓ছࡉהଚऱ᠔سᓫԫᓫΖ!
!

ฝڕا۶ᛧڶᣂ᧯౨೯ᓰ࿓ऱᇷறΛ!
չᏖৰڍฝاऱ᧯౨೯ၦᄎլജΛ!
!

ڶৰֱڍऄאױᨃฝاᛧᇷறࠐ࠰הܗଚࡳཚ᧯౨೯;!
ฝנ༼اৰڍທ᧯ګ౨೯ၦլജऱڂΖאՀਢࠡխԫ՛ຝ։Κ!
x
႓ሽᇩփڶֆ٥ਜऱᇷற!)!*ۃࣺཾ!;ڕ
x

ؑֆႼຝ॰ຏൄڜڶ٤՛உऱچቹ!)!;ڕᠻ۞۩߫شऱ*!
ৰڍฝاՠ܂ழၴ९ΖլመΔ֚ޢԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯
!
౨೯ࠀլ֜ܺᣄΖࠏڕΔՂఄழߨᑔඪۖլ݄ሽඪΔ༼
ڰԫీՀֆ߫ࠀߨሁڃ୮Δߨሁװᠧຄࢋۖլਢၲ߫װΔ
ለڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱԳਢܡᇠ᧯౨೯Λ!
ຍᑌԳଚ֚ޢ༉౨ߩജၦऱ᧯౨೯Ζ
ޢଡԳຟطױ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ۖᛧ墿Ζ܀ਢΔڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱ
!
Գᚨᇠڇ᧯ף౨೯ᓰ࿓ছࡉהଚऱ᠔سᓫԫᓫΖ!
Ϙݺᖞ֚ࡉଚڇ୮ᇙΔඡՂঞװՂ FTM ऱᓰΖϙ!
!
ڶৰֱڍऄڇאױ୮ᇙ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔააଚࠩאױ
չᏖৰڍฝاऱ᧯౨೯ၦᄎլജΛ!
ᐙڶࠐࢋנᣂሎ೯ऱᐙΔࠀڇሽီᖲছڶፘ
ᝢΕ֜ᄕΕࢨᅜṙΖࢨृΔڔଚڇאױ୮ᇙᠻࡐࡳ۩۞ڤ
ฝנ༼اৰڍທ᧯ګ౨೯ၦլജऱڂΖאՀਢࠡխԫ՛ຝ։Κ!
߫ࢨਢ୶ۼሎ೯Ζ
!
!
Ϙݺՠ܂ழၴ९ۖழၴΖϙ!
ϘՕຝ։ழၴৢ؆֜ܐԱΖϙ!
ৰڍฝاՠ܂ழၴ९ΖլመΔ֚ޢԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯
ৰڍฝا࿇ᔞᚨᄅᛩቼऱ֚լ୲࣐ΖլመΔᅝৢ؆
౨೯ࠀլ֜ܺᣄΖࠏڕΔՂఄழߨᑔඪۖլ݄ሽඪΔ༼
֜֜ࢨܐᑷழΔԳଚאױৰڍփ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔԳ
ڰԫీՀֆ߫ࠀߨሁڃ୮Δߨሁװᠧຄࢋۖլਢၲ߫װΔ
ଚۍڇאױຄৄփ۩ޡΔࠩᔣ२ऱփཾࣺࣺཾۃΔࢨ
ຍᑌԳଚ֚ޢ༉౨ߩജၦऱ᧯౨೯Ζ
ਢࠩॵ२ऱषխ֨ףᅜṙᓰ࿓Ζ
!
x
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षࡉൈᑗխ֨ຏൄڶ೯ਐত!)֜!;ڕᄕᓰ࿓*!

Ϙݺՠ܂ழၴ९ۖழၴΖϙ!

Should people who are older or have health problems
do physical activity?
Everyone can benefit from regular physical activity.
However older people and those with health problems
should speak to their doctor before starting a physical
activity program.
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ለڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱԳਢܡᇠ᧯౨೯Λ!
!ለڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱԳਢܡᇠ᧯౨೯Λ!
!
ޢଡԳຟطױ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ۖᛧ墿Ζ܀ਢΔڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱ
ለڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱԳਢܡᇠ᧯౨೯Λ!
ޢଡԳຟطױ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ۖᛧ墿Ζ܀ਢΔڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱ
Գᚨᇠڇ᧯ף౨೯ᓰ࿓ছࡉהଚऱ᠔سᓫԫᓫΖ!
ለڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱԳਢܡᇠ᧯౨೯Λ!
Գᚨᇠڇ᧯ף౨೯ᓰ࿓ছࡉהଚऱ᠔سᓫԫᓫΖ!
ޢଡԳຟطױ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ۖᛧ墿Ζ܀ਢΔڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱ
!

!

Գᚨᇠڇ᧯ף౨೯ᓰ࿓ছࡉהଚऱ᠔سᓫԫᓫΖ!
ޢଡԳຟطױ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ۖᛧ墿Ζ܀ਢΔڣ९ࢨਢൈڶംᠲऱ
Գᚨᇠڇ᧯ף౨೯ᓰ࿓ছࡉהଚऱ᠔سᓫԫᓫΖ!
չᏖৰڍฝاऱ᧯౨೯ၦᄎլജΛ!
!

չᏖৰڍฝاऱ᧯౨೯ၦᄎլജΛ!
!
ฝנ༼اৰڍທ᧯ګ౨೯ၦլജऱڂΖאՀਢࠡխԫ՛ຝ։Κ!
չᏖৰڍฝاऱ᧯౨೯ၦᄎլജΛ!
ฝנ༼اৰڍທ᧯ګ౨೯ၦլജऱڂΖאՀਢࠡխԫ՛ຝ։Κ!
! չᏖৰڍฝاऱ᧯౨೯ၦᄎլജΛ!
!
ฝנ༼اৰڍທ᧯ګ౨೯ၦլജऱڂΖאՀਢࠡխԫ՛ຝ։Κ!
!
!

!

!
!
!

!

!
!
!
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Ϙݺՠ܂ழၴ९ۖழၴΖϙ!
ฝנ༼اৰڍທ᧯ګ౨೯ၦլജऱڂΖאՀਢࠡխԫ՛ຝ։Κ!
Ϙݺՠ܂ழၴ९ۖழၴΖϙ!
ৰڍฝاՠ܂ழၴ९ΖլመΔ֚ޢԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯
ৰڍฝاՠ܂ழၴ९ΖլመΔ֚ޢԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯
Ϙݺՠ܂ழၴ९ۖழၴ
Ζϙ!
౨೯ࠀլ֜ܺᣄΖࠏڕΔՂఄழߨᑔඪۖլ݄ሽඪΔ༼
౨೯ࠀլ֜ܺᣄΖࠏڕΔՂఄழߨᑔඪۖլ݄ሽඪΔ༼
Ϙݺՠ܂ழၴ९ۖழၴ
Ζϙ!
ڰԫీՀֆ߫ࠀߨሁڃ୮Δߨሁװᠧຄࢋۖլਢၲ߫װΔ
ৰڍฝاՠ܂ழၴ९ΖլመΔ֚ޢԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯
ڰԫీՀֆ߫ࠀߨሁڃ୮Δߨሁװᠧຄࢋۖլਢၲ߫װΔ
ຍᑌԳଚ֚ޢ༉౨ߩജၦऱ᧯౨೯Ζ
౨೯ࠀլ֜ܺᣄΖࠏڕΔՂఄழߨᑔඪۖլ݄ሽඪΔ༼
ৰڍฝاՠ܂ழၴ९ΖլመΔ֚ޢԿڻޢڻԼ։ᤪऱ᧯
ຍᑌԳଚ֚ޢ༉౨ߩജၦऱ᧯౨೯Ζ
ڰԫీՀֆ߫ࠀߨሁڃ୮Δߨሁװᠧຄࢋۖլਢၲ߫װΔ
౨೯ࠀլ֜ܺᣄΖࠏڕΔՂఄழߨᑔඪۖլ݄ሽඪΔ༼
ຍᑌԳଚ֚ޢ༉౨ߩജၦऱ᧯౨೯Ζ
ڰԫీՀֆ߫ࠀߨሁڃ୮Δߨሁװᠧຄࢋۖլਢၲ߫װΔ
Ϙݺᖞ֚ࡉଚڇ୮ᇙΔඡՂঞװՂ
FTM ऱᓰΖϙ!
ຍᑌԳଚ֚ޢ༉౨ߩജၦऱ᧯౨೯Ζ
Ϙݺᖞ֚ࡉଚڇ୮ᇙΔඡՂঞװՂ
FTM ऱᓰΖϙ!
ڶৰֱڍऄڇאױ୮ᇙ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔააଚࠩאױ
ڶৰֱڍऄڇאױ୮ᇙ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔააଚࠩאױ
Ϙݺᖞ֚ࡉଚڇ୮ᇙΔඡՂঞװՂ
FTM ऱᓰΖϙ!
ᐙڶࠐࢋנᣂሎ೯ऱᐙΔࠀڇሽီᖲছڶፘ
ᐙڶࠐࢋנᣂሎ೯ऱᐙΔࠀڇሽီᖲছڶፘ
Ϙݺᖞ֚ࡉଚڇ୮ᇙΔඡՂঞװՂ
FTM ऱᓰΖϙ!
ᝢΕ֜ᄕΕࢨᅜṙΖࢨृΔڔଚڇאױ୮ᇙᠻࡐࡳ۩۞ڤ
ڶৰֱڍऄڇאױ୮ᇙ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔააଚࠩאױ
ᝢΕ֜ᄕΕࢨᅜṙΖࢨृΔڔଚڇאױ୮ᇙᠻࡐࡳ۩۞ڤ
߫ࢨਢ୶ۼሎ೯Ζ
ᐙڶࠐࢋנᣂሎ೯ऱᐙΔࠀڇሽီᖲছڶፘ
ڶৰֱڍऄڇאױ୮ᇙ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔააଚࠩאױ
߫ࢨਢ୶ۼሎ೯Ζ
ᝢΕ֜ᄕΕࢨᅜṙΖࢨृΔڔଚڇאױ୮ᇙᠻࡐࡳ۩۞ڤ
ᐙڶࠐࢋנᣂሎ೯ऱᐙΔࠀڇሽီᖲছڶፘ
߫ࢨਢ୶ۼሎ೯Ζ
ᝢΕ֜ᄕΕࢨᅜṙΖࢨृΔڔଚڇאױ୮ᇙᠻࡐࡳ۩۞ڤ
ϘՕຝ։ழၴৢ؆֜ܐԱΖϙ!
߫ࢨਢ୶ۼሎ೯Ζ
ϘՕຝ։ழၴৢ؆֜ܐԱΖϙ!
ৰڍฝا࿇ᔞᚨᄅᛩቼऱ֚լ୲࣐ΖլመΔᅝৢ؆
ৰڍฝا࿇ᔞᚨᄅᛩቼऱ֚լ୲࣐ΖլመΔᅝৢ؆
ϘՕຝ։ழၴৢ؆֜ܐԱΖϙ!
֜֜ࢨܐᑷழΔԳଚאױৰڍփ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔԳ
֜֜ࢨܐᑷழΔԳଚאױৰڍփ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔԳ
ϘՕຝ։ழၴৢ؆֜ܐԱΖϙ!
ଚۍڇאױຄৄփ۩ޡΔࠩᔣ२ऱփཾࣺࣺཾۃΔࢨ
ৰڍฝا࿇ᔞᚨᄅᛩቼऱ֚լ୲࣐ΖլመΔᅝৢ؆
ଚۍڇאױຄৄփ۩ޡΔࠩᔣ२ऱփཾࣺࣺཾۃΔࢨ
ਢࠩॵ२ऱषխ֨ףᅜṙᓰ࿓Ζ
֜֜ࢨܐᑷழΔԳଚאױৰڍփ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔԳ
ৰڍฝا࿇ᔞᚨᄅᛩቼऱ֚լ୲࣐ΖլመΔᅝৢ؆
ਢࠩॵ२ऱषխ֨ףᅜṙᓰ࿓Ζ
ଚۍڇאױຄৄփ۩ޡΔࠩᔣ२ऱփཾࣺࣺཾۃΔࢨ
֜֜ࢨܐᑷழΔԳଚאױৰڍփ᧯౨೯ΖࠏڕΔԳ
ਢࠩॵ२ऱषխ֨ףᅜṙᓰ࿓Ζ
ଚۍڇאױຄৄփ۩ޡΔࠩᔣ२ऱփཾࣺࣺཾۃΔࢨ
ਢࠩॵ२ऱषխ֨ףᅜṙᓰ࿓Ζ

Why do many immigrants have problems doing
enough physical activity?
There are many reasons immigrants give for not doing enough physical
activity. Here are just a few:
“I work long hours and don’t have time.”
Many immigrants work long hours. However, it is easy to do 30
minutes of physical activity each day. For example, people can do
enough daily physical activity by using the stairs instead of the
elevator at work, getting off the bus one stop earlier and walking
home, and walking to the grocery store instead of driving.

“I am at home with my children all day and go to ESL classes in
the evening.”
There are many ways to do physical activity at home. For example,
mothers can get exercise tapes from a video store and do aerobics,
tai chi, or yoga in front of the television. Alternatively, they can ride
a stationary bicycle or do stretching exercises at home.

“It is too cold outside most of the time.”
Many immigrants find it difficult to get used to the weather in their
new country. However, there are many indoor physical activities
that people can do when it is too cold or hot outside. For example,
people can walk in a shopping mall, go swimming at a local indoor
pool, or go to yoga classes at a nearby community center.
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Ϙྤݺऄᖜףߪխ֨ࢨ၇ሎ೯Ꮪᕴऱ၄شΖϙ!

!
!
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ڶৰ᧯ڍ౨೯ࠀլᏁक़ৰڍᙒΔՈլᏁ࣓၆ऱ
Ϙྤݺऄᖜףߪխ֨ࢨ၇ሎ೯Ꮪᕴऱ၄شΖϙ!
ໂΖࠏڕΔՕ୮ڇאױ۰ࢬॵ२ߨሁࢨኬၒΖࢨृΔڇ୮
ڶৰ᧯ڍ౨೯ࠀլᏁक़ৰڍᙒΔՈլᏁ࣓၆ऱ
ᇙ୶ۼሎ೯Δࢨਢ᧾شᙰᅝ܂ርࠐᒭᜰૹΖ
ໂΖࠏڕΔՕ୮ڇאױ۰ࢬॵ२ߨሁࢨኬၒΖࢨृΔڇ୮
ᇙ୶ۼሎ೯Δࢨਢ᧾شᙰᅝ܂ርࠐᒭᜰૹΖ
ϘݺऱൈڶംᠲΔࠀᖜ֨᧯౨೯ᄎᨃݺऱൣउ᧢ޓ
ᜊᗶΖϙ!
ϘݺऱൈڶംᠲΔࠀᖜ֨᧯౨೯ᄎᨃݺऱൣउ᧢ޓ
ࠌܛൈڶംᠲΔޢଡԳᝫਢڂאױ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ۖᛧ
ᜊᗶΖϙ!
墿ΖൈڶംᠲऱԳᏁڇၲࡨ᧯౨೯ছװଡ᧯
ࠌܛൈڶംᠲΔޢଡԳᝫਢڂאױ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ۖᛧ
ᛀΖ᠔سᄎ৬ᤜԫࠄٽᔞڜ٤ऱ᧯౨೯Ζ!
墿ΖൈڶംᠲऱԳᏁڇၲࡨ᧯౨೯ছװଡ᧯
ᛀΖ᠔سᄎ৬ᤜԫࠄٽᔞڜ٤ऱ᧯౨೯Ζ!

“I can not afford to join a fitness center or buy exercise
equipment.”
There are many physical activities that do not cost any money
and do not require expensive equipment. For example, people
can walk or jog in their neighborhood. Alternatively, they can do
stretching exercises or use cans of food as weights at home.

“I have health problems and am afraid it will make my
condition worse.”
Everyone can benefit from regular physical activity, even if they
have health problems. It is important for people with health
problems to get a check-up before starting a physical activity
program. Doctors can provide suggestions on the types of physical
activity that are appropriate and safe.
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ᓮಖ۰///!
ߪ᧯Ꮑ৳ऱ᧯౨೯ࠐঅൈΖ᧯౨೯ਢൈسխԫଡॺ
ൄૹऱຝٝΖ!
ޢଡԳᏁԫႈਝֱঁԾڶᔊऱ᧯౨೯ΖՕ୮אױቫᇢլٵऱ
೯Δנބԫଡ۞աᦟࡳཚऱ೯Ζ
լڣٵऱԳຟ᧯࠹ࠆאױ౨೯ऱᑗᔊΖუ৳چ᧯౨೯Δٚ
۶ழଢၲࡨຟլඡΖ!
᧯౨೯אױᨃ୮Գࡉ֖ࣛڍޓڶழၴڇԫದΖ!
ฝاᏁঅൈΔຍᑌהଚթ౨ᅃ୮ԳΖ!
ല᧯౨೯᧢ګ൞۩֚ޢ࿓ऱԫຝ։ࠀല،ᐊڇ൞ऱֲ࿓।ՂΖ

Remember…
•

The body needs regular physical activity to stay healthy. Physical activity is one of the most
important parts of a healthy life.

•

Everyone should find a physical activity that is convenient and enjoyable. By trying different
activities, people can identify an activity that can be enjoyed on a regular basis.

•

Physical activity can be enjoyed by people of all ages. It is never too late to begin a regular
physical activity program.

•

Physical activities allow families and friends to spend more time together.

•

It is important for immigrants to stay healthy so they can take care of their families.

•

Make physical activity part of your daily schedule and write it on your calendar.
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